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Abstract-

NASA’s Mars Exploration Rovers’ (MER) onboard Mobility Flight Software was designed to provide robust and
flexible operation. The MER vehicles can be commanded
directly, or given autonomous control over multiple aspects
of mobility: which motions to drive, measurement of actual
motion, terrain interpretation, even the selection of targets of
interest (although this mode remains largely underused).
Vehicle motion can be commanded using multiple layers
of control: Motor Control, Direct Drive operations (Arc, Turn
in Place), and Goal-based Driving (Goto Waypoint). Multiple
layers of safety checks ensure vehicle performance: Command limits (conamand timeout, time of day limit, software
enable, activity constraints),Reactive checks (e.g., motor current limit, vehicle tilt limit), and Predictive checks (e.g., Step,
Tilt, Roughness hazards).
From January 2004 through October 2005, Spirit accumulated over 5080 meters and Opportunity 6000 meters of
odometry, often covering more than 100 meters in a single
day. In this paper we describe the software that has driven
these rovers more than a combined 11,000 meters over the
Martian surface, including its design and implementation,
and summarize current mobility performance results from
Mars.

1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1. Mars Exploration Rover.
Keywords- MER, robotics, Mars rover, flight software,
robot mobility, autonomous navigation, fault protection,
visual odometry, egomotion

NASA successfully landed two mobile robot geologists on
the surface of Mars in January 2004: the Spirit and Opportunity Mars Exploration Rovers (MER). Their primary goal is to find evidence of past water at Gusev
Crater and Meridiani Planum, two geologically distinct
sites on opposite sides of the planet. Although the
achievement of their successful landings stands out as
a technological tour de force, it is their ability to traverse while on the surface of Mars that has enabled both
rovers to succeed in their primary goals.
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The MER rovers are typically commanded once per Martian day. A sequence of commands sent in the morning
specifies the day’s activities: what images and data t o
collect, how t o position the robotic arms, and where t o
drive. Then at the end of each day, the rovers send back
the images and data human operators will use to plan
the next day’s activities. The next day’s mobility commands are selected based on what is known - and what
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is unknown - about the terrain ahead.

an Inertial Measurement Unit that has 3-axis accelerometers and 3-axis angular rate sensors. In between driving
primitives, the rover can make use of camera-based Visual Odometry (autonomous tracking of image features
and subsequent rover motion estimation) to correct the
errors in the initial wheel odometry-based estimate that
occur when the wheels lose traction on large rocks and
steep slopes. Visual Odometry software, not originally
part of the baseline design but incorporated as “extra
credit”, has generated over 2500 combined successful position updates on both rovers [SI.

The rovers are driven using three primary modes: lowlevel commands that specify exactly how much to turn
each wheel and position steering actuators, directed driving primitives for driving along circular arcs (of which
straight line driving and turn-in-place are special cases),
and autonomous path selection. Low-level commands
enable “non-standard” activities such as using the wheels
to dig holes in Martian soil, scuff rocks, and perform
mechanism health diagnostic tests. Directed drives allow human operators to specify exactly which driving
primitives the rover will perform. Autonomous path selection mode allows the rover to take its current state
into account when selecting which driving primitives to
execute to more effectively reach a Cartesian goal location supplied by human operators.

2. MER FLIGHT
SOFTWARE
ARCHITECTURE
The overall architecture of the MER flight software
was based on that used for the Mars Pathfinder lander
(MPF), and the command and telemetry infrastructure
in particular had significant design and implementation
inheritance.

The mobility system has six 25 centimeter diameter
wheels, of which the four corner wheels may be steered
- a mechanical configuration derived from the Mars
Pathfinder rover Sojourner [17]. The rover body has
30 centimeter ground clearance, and large solar panels
on the top of the rover require additional clearance to
tall rocks (60 centimeters from ground to solar panel).
Wheel baseline is roughly 1 meter side-to-side and 1.25
meters front-to-back. The MER rovers can turn in place
about a point between the two middle wheels, drive
straight forward or backward, and have at best a one meter turn radius for driving along circular arcs. Straight
line driving speed is set to 3.75 centimeters/second, and
the rovers turn in place at roughly 2.1 degreeslsecond.
The rovers are statically stable at a tilt of 45 degrees,
however driving on more than 30 degree slopes is not
recommended due to the possibility of uncontrolled sliding. Rocks taller than a wheel are considered mobility
hazards.

Both MPF lander and MER rovers use the commercial
operating system VxWorks from Wind River. This is
a pre-emptive multi-tasking OS used for many real-time
systems and spacecraft. MER employs the same RAD6K
flight computer as used by the MPF lander (although the
MER clock runs at 20 MHz, four times faster than MPF),
and has a VME interface to several boards that control
motors, radios, cameras, and science instruments. Some
of the VME boards have serial interfaces to other devices, interfaced to the flight computer by way of FPGAs
that connected both the VME bus and the serial busses.
There are 128 Mbytes of DRAM and 256 Mbytes of flash
memory, and 3 Mbytes of EEPROM. The Mobility task
(described below) is given 80 Kbytes of stack, and nominally 13 Megabytes of dedicated heap space (of which
at most 7 Mbytes has been used, as of October 2005).
The flight software itself requires 9 Mbytes, of which 1.4
Mbytes is used by the Surface Navigation module.

Both directed and path selection modes of driving can
make use of on-board Stereo Vision processing and Terrain Analysis software to determine whether the rover
would encounter any geometric hazards as it drives along
its chosen path. In directed driving, the rover can preemptively ”veto” a specific mobility command from the
ground if it appears too risky. In Autonomous Navigation (Autonav) and other path selection modes, the rover
can select its own driving primitives to steer around obstacles and make progress toward its goal. This software
provides the unique capability of enabling the vehicle
to drive safely even through areas never before seen on
Earth: more than 2500 meters of the rovers’ combined
distance was driven autonomously [12].

Like MPF, the MER software is divided into high-level
objects. Each electronics device is generally represented
by an object, while additional software-only objects provide infrastructure services to the rest of the modules
(for example, recording telemetry measurements or storing state in nonvolatile memory).
Each software object has its own thread of control, or
task. Each object has its own set of state variables, and
does not share memory with other objects. Instead of
sharing memory, objects communicate with each other
via self-contained messages (that do not include pointers
to task memory). Objects implement finite state machines, and the messages from other tasks may cause
transitions in an object’s state machine.

The rovers maintain an estimate of their local position
and orientation updated at 8 Hz while driving. Position
is first estimated based on how much the wheels have
turned (wheel odometry). Orientation is estimated using

This paradigm greatly simplifies rapid development of
robust software (developers do not need to protect memory accesses with semaphores, because only one task ac2

Figure 2. Schematic drawing of Mobility and other related software modules, and examples of the types of messages or
information that pass between them. IMG does Image Acquisition, Cmd processes ground commands, ACM is the Activity
Constraint Manager, ARB arbitrates use of resources, MOBM is the Mobility Manager, NAV does the high level navigation
processing, Drive executes primitive drive commands, MOT controls all motors, SAPP manages onboard pose estimation,
IMU processes I N data. Hexagons represent Hardware Objects.
cesses any given variable), and ensures real-time deadlines are met (because tasks do not block on semaphores
or use task locks, high-priority tasks for control loops and
device drivers will pre-empt lower priority tasks that do
not have real-time requirements such as image compression) .

as command handlers - these send messages to the appropriate software object. Eventually, each object receiving a command message must respond back to the
command system when the command completes, successfully or not, so the next command in the sequence
will execute.

That said, there are places in the flight software where
the above pattern was not followed - images, for instance,
contain too much data to be passed as messages, so imaging flight software employs a buffer reservation and release scheme, and pointers to reserved buffers are passed
between applications (such as mobility) and the imaging
flight software. But there are few such exceptions.

An overview of the MER flight software in general can
be found in [19].

3. MOBILITY
MANAGERSOFTWARE
The Mobility Manager software object (MOBM - the
“B” is silent) implements all command handler functions
for mobility commands. This includes both low-level
drive commands to perform a specific driving primitive
such as turn-in-place, as well as high-level driving commands to drive to a specified Cartesian location in small
steps avoiding hazards along the way.

One important area of the flight software to understand
is the uplink flight software which parses commands sent
to the spacecraft and dispatches each command to the
part of the software that implements it. Commands can
either be executed immediately upon receipt (Real-Time
commands) or stored as command sequences to be executed serially. Almost all commands sent to MER rovers
are embedded in these event-driven sequences: a command in a sequence is dispatched only after the preceding
command completes. The functions called by the command system that implement commands are referred to

The autonomous navigation software, GESTALT, is a

generic library employed on several JPL rovers. It does
not depend on any particular hardware or software interfaces for cameras and motors. Rather, given a stereo
pair of images, it updates an internal map of any nearby
hazards seen in the image pair. A different function is
provided a Cartesian goal location, and referring to the
3

Fault Type

Description

ARB
ACM
POT
TOD
STOPPED
WAYPT-TIMEOUT
NOPATH
NOPROGRESS
BUSY
VISODOM

resource rescinded, may be due to comm pass
ACM said not-OK-to-drive
CAL-STEERING using a bad potentiometer
time-of-day limit reached during command
STOPDRIVING or a shutdown command
GO-TO-WAYPOINT command timed out
NAV could not find a safe path
insufficient progress, limit cycle or stuck
sequencing error, mobility already running
too many Visodom steps failed to converge

IMG
SAPP
MOT
IDD
DRIVE-TIMEOUT

IMG reported an error grabbing images
SAPP error, probably a problem with the IMU
MOT reported error other than contact switch
IDD unstowed during drive
single step during GO-TO-WAYPOINT timed out
motion was stopped due to contact switch
excessive or unknown tilt during drive
excessive or unknown susp during drive
drv tables enabled but corrupted
insufficient northerly tilt angle

csw

TILT
SUSPENSION
BAD-TABLES
NORTH

Table 1. Mobility Manager Fault Types. The topmost faults result in a Goal error, which indicates the vehicle is still safe but
failed to achieve its objective. The lower faults result a in Motion error, Le., the vehicle has already entered into an unexpected
state and is precluding any further motion pending Earth-based analysis.

hazard map, returns a recommended drive primitive t o
safely make progress toward the goal. GESTALT software is part of the NAV module which provides infrastructure services to MOBM.

headlights” if they tried to. Acquiring and processing a
single image pair may take upward of 3 minutes, seeing
hazards a meter away, yet the rovers would have driven
more than six meters during this image processing.

It is the mobility manager software that interfaces the
MER system to GESTALT, and implements the main
loop for autonomous navigation. This consists of selecting camera pairs from which images for hazard detection
will be acquired, requesting those images from the imaging services flight software, and passing the image data to
GESTALT for analysis. If GESTALT sees a sufficiently
safe path toward the goal, the mobility manager will instigate the drive primitive by sending a message to the
low-level driving software. When the maneuver is complete, the mobility manager determines if the waypoint
is reached, responding back to the command system if
so. Otherwise, another stereo pair of images is requested,
and the cycle (a “step” in the autonav loop) is repeated.

So, instead the rovers remain stationary while taking
and processing images to determine which direction t o
move. This removes any real-time requirements from the
image processing phase, and the mobility manager and
GESTALT software is run in a low-priority task, so as
not to slow down high priority tasks and cause them to
miss their deadlines.

4.LOW-LEVEL
DRIVING
Reactive hazard detection - handling those hazards encountered during vehicle motion, such as excessive rover
body tilt - requires real-time response. Hence we implemented a separate, high-priority task for performing
the actuation motion primitives in the DRIVE software
module. Messages indicating which driving primitive to
perform (e.g., turn in place, arc) are sent to this module,
which then computes steering angles and the expected
number of wheel revolutions based on Ackermann steering on flat ground.

The general framework for the software modules that
comprise the mobility software is illustrated in Table 2.
The MER rovers do not have computers fast enough
to process hazard avoidance images while the vehicle is
driving - they would be continually “driving past their
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this initial estimate can be improved by applying Visual
Odometry software if resources permit [l].

The first phase of the turn-in-place and arc driving primitives is to steer the corner wheels to the computed angles. When steering is complete, the wheels are turned.
Each wheel speed is scaled according to the Ackermann
calculations - wheels on the outside of an arcing turn
have a longer path length to cover, and are rotated at
higher speed than the inside wheels.

5. AUTONOMOUS
DRIVING
One of the great design challenges of the MER mission
was meeting the goal that the system should be able
to drive itself safely through 100 meters of Viking Lander I-like (VL-I) terrain [9] (mostly flat with occasional
obstacles every 5 or more meters) in a single day, with
no help from Earth once its drive has begun. This requirement, dictated by the scientific goals of the mission,
meant that a simple teleoperated mode of driving would
provide insufficient capability in all but the most benign
terrains. The potential position estimation error due to
slip, the inability to see beyond nearby rocks and rolling
terrain, the limited number of communication opportunities and limited bandwidth would all restrict the vehicle’s maximum achievable distance each day, to varying
amounts depending on terrain. Therefore the decision
was made to incorporate the capability of Autonomous
Driving onboard.

While the motors are being actuated, the DRIVE software is checking for the nominal termination condition
(all steering at prescribed angles for a steering-only command, desired heading achieved for turn in place, or a t
least half the wheels rotated the precomputed amount
for arc maneuvers). The drive software is also looking
for off-nominal termination conditions, including excessive body tilt, articulation of the rocker-bogie suspension
system, too lengthy of an actuation, and others shown in
Table 1. Finally, the software is recording system state
in an array for subsequent transmission, including steering and wheel motor position, motor current, and vehicle
attitude as measured by the IMU.
Incidentally, the DFUVE software is the only code on
board that knows the geometry of the mobility system.
GESTALT has parameters to indicate what types of maneuvers the vehicle is capable of performing, and parameters that dictate what constitutes a hazard to the vehicle - parameters that make sense even for entirely different mobility platforms. Self-collision detection done by
the instrument arm software and wheel-removal filters
in GESTALT consider swept-out volumes of the mobility system, for simplicity and conservatism (it is rare
that any part of the arm intersects even the swept out
volumes during most operations).

The problem with primitive driving commands is that
they cannot adapt to unexpected conditions, e.g., slip
that occurs in loose soil or heading changes that occur
on slopes. When driving autonomously, the rover makes
its own decision about the best way to reach its intended
goal location. At each step it reassesses its situation
based on the latest information from the environment:
rover position estimated by wheel encoders, IMU and/or
Visual Odometry; rocker/bogie configuration measured
by potentiometers and encoders; the allotment of time
remaining for its drive; and a prediction about the shape
of its environment computed from recent and current
pairs of stereo images. These capabilities allow the rover
to drive safely, even in areas for which there is no high
resolution imagery available beforehand.

Actual interfacing to motor control electronics is done
by the motor control device driver software, MOT. Mobility, instrument arm, high gain antennae pointing, and
mast camera pointing all use this driver for running motors - they all use brushed motors with quadrature relative encoders operated by identical PID controllers implemented in FPGAs. The MOT software is given a set
of motors to run, and a goal position for each motor.
FPGAs are programmed appropriately, and all motors
in the set are started simultaneously. Maximum motor
velocities are scaled so that nominally they all complete
their motions simultaneously. Should any motor experience a fault, such as stall or overheat, all motors in the
group are automatically shut down. The PID loop for
an individual motor is run at 1 KHz in the FPGA. Software monitors progress (position measured by encoders
and potentiometers, current draw by the motors) at 8
Hz .

Primary Autonomous Capabilities

MER vehicles provide three orthogonal capabilities for
autonomous driving: Terrain Assessment, Path Selection, and Visual Pose Update. All combinations of these
modes are available to the human rover drivers planning
rover activities; Table 2 names all the combinations of
these modes and summarizes their use.
In Terrain Assessment (or Predictive Hazard Detection)
mode, one or more stereo pairs of images are processed
into a traversability or goodness map, and merged with
an existing map. Spirit uses the body-mounted 120 degree FOV HAZCAMs for terrain assessment, but Opportunity uses pointable, mast-mounted 45 degree FOV
NAVCAMs because the Meridiani terrain has very fine
grained soil that is not resolvable in the HAZCAM images at 256x256 resolution. If path selection is also enabled, candidate motion paths are projected into this

The onboard position is nominally estimated by combining the wheel motions measured by encoders with
heading changes measured by the gyros in the IMU, but
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Driving Mode
Directed Driving
Visodom
Blind Goto Waypoint
Visodom Goto Waypoint
Guarded Motion
Guarded Visodom
Autonav
Autonav with Visodom

Terrain
Assessment
no
no
no
no
YES
YES
YES
YES

Path
Selection
no
no
YES
YES
no
no
YES
YES

Visual
Odometry
no
YES
no
YES
no
YES
no
YES

Spirit
451m
9%
410m
8%
2196m
46%
379m
7%
36m
1%
Om
0%
1315m 27%
3m
0%
4798m 100%

Opportunity
1973m
33%
561m
9%
1911m
32%
121m
2%
117m
1%
Om
0%
1262m
21%
Om
0%
5947m 100%

There are also two off-nominal behaviors available: backups and limit cycle turns. Goals that lie inside the tightest turning circle (corresponding to an arc with 1 meter
radius) cannot be reached using arcs, so in those situations an arc that backs away from the goal is selected as
the preferred arc path. When backing up in this mode,
the rover does a “K-turn”, driving in its tightest arc
away from the goal location. As of February 2005, when
a backup behavior is chosen the highest path evaluation
is halved, which in practice causes a point turn to be
preferred over an arc that backs up. The result of this
processing is a set of Waypoint evaluations, which are
merged with the Obstacle path evaluations and result
in Hazard Avoidance capability, if Terrain Assessment is
also enabled.

Figure 3. Illustration of Terrain Assessment and Path Selection. Red cells indicate unsafe areas around the large rock,
yellow cells indicate traversable but rougher areas around the
smaller rock, and green cells indicate safe and flat areas.

map (see Figure 3), and a weighted evaluation of the
constituent cells is assigned to each path. This results
in a set of Obstacle path evaluations; low values indicate a less traversable path, high values indicate a more
traversable path.

The second off-nominal behavior detects when the rover
fails to make progress after multiple steps. This will happen if Visual Odometry detects so much slip that little
progress is made, or if the path to the goal is blocked
by too large an obstacle and the rover keeps trying unsuccessfully to drive around it. In either case, the Limit
Cycle Check will detect the condition and either terminate the command or force the rover to turn in place
some amount to get a new heading, from which it might
find a better path around the obstacle.

In Path Selection, the rover is given autonomous control
over its drive direction (in contrast to Directed Driving,
in which it follows a single pre-commanded arc path).
To select among multiple paths, the current X,Y goal
(and current rover Z) is reprojected from world frame
into rover frame, and votes are assigned to all possible
candidate paths according t o how effectively each path
would drive the rover toward its goal point. The path
that would lead directly toward the goal is given the
highest evaluation, other paths are assigned lesser values
according to a Gaussian distribution. The variance of
each distribution is configurable, nominally 3.2 curvature
units for arcs, 97 degrees for point turns.

In Visual Pose Update (or Visual Odometry), the rover updates its current position and/or attitude by comparing features found in stereo image pairs taken before
and after a small motion step. Both MER vehicles use
NAVCAMs for this Visual Odometry (or Visodom) processing, since the scale changes induced by even small
motions in the wide FOV HAZCAM images make autonomous tracking of features difficult. This processing
only converges successfully if the terrain has a sufficient
number of features visible in each adjacent image pair,
so the human rover driver must ensure that NAVCAMs
are pointed toward useful features anytime Visodom is
used.
6

Figure 5. Illustration of Goodness Map from Spirit’s Sol
107. Red areas indicate obstacles (typically a rock taller than
20cm at the center of the red blob), yellowlorange indicate
traversable areas. Only information within a 5-meter radius
is maintained in the onboard map.

Figure 4. Front HAZCAM showing a non-geometric hazard
encountered by Opportunity on Sol 446: 50 meters of commanded driving resulted in only 2 meters progress, which you
can see in the tracks leading up to Purgatory Ripple, in which
Opportunity was mired for over a month. Although this was
a “blind” or Directed drive, Opportunity might have gotten
stuck even if GESTALT had been turned on because there
were no geometric hazards to avoid, just loose terrain. Fortunately, Visual Odometry has been used ever since as a Slip
Check to ensure we never command more than 5 meters of
driving without a guarantee of motion; this new safety check
helped out on Sol 603, when Visodom measured 44% slip
while climbing a similar dune, and stopped the drive before
getting further bogged down. Opportunity was able to back
out easily during its next drive.

value that represents how safe the rover would be if its
center were located on that cell. This results in a conjiguration space world map, because it describes safe vehicle
configurations, not precise object boundaries. For example, a lone 20cm rock is not represented as a single
“unsafe” grid cell. Instead, all cells in a rover-sized disc
centered over the rock will be marked as unsafe (as in
Figure 3, because having the rock anywhere under the
rover would be unsafe; that is, all vehicle configurations
(locations in the world) that include that rock anywhere
underneath the rover must be declared unsafe. Finding
a safe path to drive is thus reduced to finding only a
1-cell-wide path through the goodness map.

Terrain Assessment Overview

When performing Terrain Assessment, each MER vehicle
is able t o find geometric hazards in the nearby terrain
before it ever drives there. Only geometric hazards are
found; no assessment of the stability of the terrain is
performed onboard (see Figure 4 for an example of why
that would be useful). For example, a Step hazard is
defined as an object large enough t o potentially highcenter the vehicle, either on the Warm Electronics Box
(WEB) or the rocker/bogie suspension. MER wheels are
25cm in diameter, and on flat ground the belly of the
WEB is 29cm high. Considering that the vehicle might
tilt as much as 35 degrees, and allowing for measurement
error in the stereo data, the parameter describing the
maximum height of a still-traversable obstacle was set
to 20cm for nominal driving.

Although the software supports orientation-dependent
goodness assessment, which might make it possible t o
navigate gaps narrower than its solar panels, the processing overhead required to support it (a separate goodness
map for each orientation) would have slowed down the
autonomous driving to an unreasonable rate. Instead,
terrain assessment is performing by modeling the rover
by its turning circle as a 2.6 meter diameter disc. This
design also gives us a useful invariant: the autonomy system will only drive the rover into areas where it can safely
turn in place.
Our analysis of the terrain comes from local plane fitting
of the stereo-computed range data. The rover’s assessment of the terrain is based on how much each rover-sized
patch of ground differs from a flat plane. To analyze a
given rover-sized patch of terrain, all XYZ points falling
within that patch are fit t o a plane. The parameters of

The MER vehicles’ hazard detection software models the
world as a 2D grid. The size of the grid cells is chosen t o
match the mechanically-determined obstacle size, 20cm.
Each cell stores a continuously-varying scalar goodness
7

3D location of the feature at that pixel.

that plane fit are used to assess how safe the rover would
be if it were there, in any orientation. A continuouslyvarying goodness is independently computed in each of
several filters: the Step, Tilt, and Roughness filters. The
final evaluation of a cell’s goodness is the most conservative one found by any of these filters, described below.

Although this algorithm has been used successfully in
research settings, several enhancements were made to
improve its robustness for Mars operations. In particular, several filters were added to the already existing set
of Left/Right Line of Sight (LRLOS), Blob, Border, and
Curvature Threshold filters described in [8].

No Terrain Assessment can be done unless geometric
information about the terrain has been measured. On
MER, stereo cameras provide these measurements.

Gamma Correction To better enhance the detail of terrain
hidden by shadow from the rover and nearby rocks, we
apply gamma correction to the raw images.

Robust Stereo Image Processing

MER rovers use passive stereo image processing to measure geometric information about nearby terrain. Stereo
vision is an attractive technology for planetary exploration because it has low power requirements and nominally requires no moving parts. JPL’s stereo vision
software has a long history [16], [25], especially in real
robotic systems (Mars rover research [13], [22], [21],
Athena [3], Unmanned Ground Vehicles [14], P’ioneer
[ll],Urbie [15], and Perceptor [2], [IS]).

Flat Filter Any curve whose minimum is not unique (i.e.
shares the same value with either its neighbors) will be
rejected.
Overhang Filter Purely horizontal features cause problems for scanline-based stereo processing. For example, in our testbed environment, dark horizontal power
strips along a white wall appeared to the rover like spears
pointing down at the cameras. Since our nominal driving environment has nothing hanging down from overhead, we filter out any range values that appear to loom
back toward the rover. Any pixel whose range value is
some percentage closer than those below it in the image is eliminated. The filter has proven useful in flight
by occasionally eliminating noisy range data beyond the
nominal 5 meter Terrain Assessment distance.

The Sojourner rover demonstrated the first use of autonomous stereo triangulation on a planetary rover [17].
But the Sojourner system relied on active projection of
5 laser stripes, and only found at most 20 XYZ points
from each pair of stereo images. In contrast, MER uses
passive stereo vision, relying on sunlight to illuminate
the terrain. And by virtue of their faster processor (20
MHz compared to 0.1 MHz on Sojourner) and new software, MER vehicles compute many more point measurements: Opportunity has measured an average of 48,000
XY Z points in each of 69 NAVCAM image pairs as of sol
322, and Spirit has measured an average of 15,000 XYZ
points in each of 1687 HAZCAM image pairs as of sol
342.

Fixed Vehicle Mask The 120 degree field of view of the
HAZCAM optics is so large that some parts of the vehicle appear in each image. These need to be eliminated
before terrain processing can occur; it wouldn’t do for
the rover to be afraid of its own arm or wheel, for instance. Those vehicle parts that always appear in the
same place in the image (e-g., the stowed IDD, cabling
mounted near the cameras, the solar panel above the
rear HAZCAMs) are eliminated from consideration using a fixed pixel-based mask.

The general algorithm is described in [8], but we summarize the MER implementation here. Images can be
acquired using any of the available stereo pairs, typically the front and rear HAZCAMs on Spirit, and the
NAVCAMs on Opportunity. The raw data is read
at 1024x256 resolution and software-downsampled to
256x256 resolution. Images are then rectified (i.e., resampled) to eliminate any lens distortion using fixed
CAHVOR (radial distortion) or CAHVORE (fisheye)
camera models [7]. Images are then correlated on a
scanline-by-scanline basis using a 7x7 square pixel subwindow and the Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) metric. SAD scores are generated at all candidate integer
disparities at the nominal 256x256 resolution. A variety
of consistency checks is applied to the resulting correlation curve, and only those curves that exhibit a unique
minimum are accepted as valid. Each valid integer disparity is then mapped to a 3D point using the camera
model. The final result of stereo image processing is thus
an image whose pixel values are either Unknown, or the

Moving Vehicle Mask Unfortunately, the fixed vehicle
mask is not enough to eliminate all parts of the rover
from the HAZCAM FOV. In particular, the wheels can
move freely throughout the field of view, so they are
correlated along with the terrain and are filtered out of
the range image, rather than the original image. A filter comprising a swept cylindrical volume reflecting the
range of motion of the rocker-bogie system and steering
motor limits is applied to all range data; any points lying
in that volume are eliminated.
Terrain Assessment

The MER vehicles use the Grid-based Estimation of Surface Traversability Applied to Local Terrain (GESTALT)
system for terrain assessment [SI. Inspired by Carnegie
Mellon’s Morphin algorithm [20], [24], this system uses
8

one complete rover-sized footprint. Hence all Terrain
Assessment performed near the edges of the field of view
is not based on a complete disc, but rather a partial disc.
That means that when an obstacle leaves the field of
view, all future terrain analysis would fail to take it into
account. This causes the configuration space analysis to
break down; placing the center of the rover near the edge
of the visible field of view might seem perfectly safe, because the partial 3D data does not include the obstacle.
As a result, in early implementations of the software the
rover would start driving around an obstacle, then steer
back directly into it.

3D geometric information to estimate how safe the rover
would be at each point in the world. Originally demonstrated on the Athena Rover prototype [3], it is now
being evaluated on testbed vehicles for potential use in
the upcoming MSL mission as well [23].

A central idea in this implementation is that new data always overrides old data. In particular, no matter how safe
or unsafe a given cell had been considered, whatever the
latest range data shows should be taken as true. This is
a useful way to compensate for two problems. First, the
range data computed for objects far from the rover is less
accurate than nearby range data; by overlaying new data
we eliminate any misevaluations that occurred because
of inaccuracies in the range data. Second, overlaying of
new data makes the rover’s ability to navigate more robust to any position estimation errors, since it always
prefers the newest 3D information over any potentially
misregistered earlier data.

To address this concern, we introduced a multi-scale representation of the world: Layered Goodness Maps. Instead of processing the stereo-derived goodness directly,
we first “shrink” obstacles blobs and merge them into
each layer separately, then “grow” obstacles from each
layer back to their original size, and finally use the most
conservative assessment of goodness found in any layer
as our estimate of the terrain safely. The goodness map
computed from the latest stereo data is filtered into multiple layers using discs varying from a l cell radius (layer
6) up through rover-sized discs with a 7 cell radius (layer
0). The net effect is to shrink any obstacle blobs by (6
- layer numbers) cells. Low individual goodness values
in layer 0 often represent “point” obstacles like individual large rocks; low values found only in higher layers
represent “dispersed” obstacles like a 10cm rock 1 meter
away from a 10cm ditch.

The actual assessment is computed from the stereo data
associated with each rover-sized patch independently.
The parameters of the best-fit plane are found for each
rover-sized patch, and are used to compute the following:
Tilt Filter The surface normal of each planar patch is compared against the maximum allowed vehicle tilt. Patches
with tilt between 0 and some minimum tilt are given a
perfect goodness value (255); tilts above the maximum
allowed are obstacles (goodness value of 0); those in between are weighted linearly.

Partial Range Data - Clipping
Roughness Filter The residual from the planar fit in the
direction of the surface normal provides an overall measure of how rough or uneven the region is.

The overlaying of new data can cause cells on the edge
of the field of view to be misevaluated. If only a small
piece of an obstacle is visible, the range data representing it will not be classified as a hazard. The percentage of obstacle range data in the cell at the edge of the
FOV drops, and the cell is mistakenly evaluated as safe.
We address this by being more conservative in replacing
goodness values at the edge of the field of view. Instead
of simply overlaying new range data everywhere in the
map, around the edges of the field of view we take the
most conservative of the current and previous values.

Step Filter Once the planar parameters for a rover-sized
disc are found, the local elevation (distance from each
constituent cell’s mean elevation to that plane) is computed. A filter using a smaller WEB-sized disc is run
over the rover patch, computing the difference of the
min and max local elevations within each smaller disc
yields the largest step found within that smaller disc.
Finally, the largest such step found in the larger roversize disc is compared against the maximum allowed obstacle size. Patches with small max step size are given a
perfect goodness value (255); steps above the maximum
are obstacles (goodness value of 0); those in between are
weighted linearly.

Pitchers Mounds

An early implementation of the Step Filter simply compared mean elevations at adjacent cells. Field testing revealed that this approach was not conservative enough,
because the prototype rover high-centered on a pyramidshaped obstacle. The next implementation extended the
search for step differences to anywhere within the roversized (2.6 meter diameter) patch. But this was found to
result in too-conservative assessments of flat/hill transitions, even on low “pitcher’s mound’’ hills. Restricting
attention to the smaller WEB-sized disc still preserves

Robust Terrain Assessment- Several key ideas have gone
into making GESTALT more robust.
Layered Goodness Maps

The field of view and range resolution of 256x256 HAZCAM images are just barely large enough to generate
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was a need to keep the Instrument Deployment Device
(IDD, or rover arm) work volume free of obstacles.

vehicle safety; anything that constitutes a hazard for the
solar panels will still be detected. But now the rover can
climb pitcher’s mounds again.

6. DEPLOYMENT
RESULTS
Tall Thin Obstacles

Both MER vehicles have lasted far beyond their design lifetime of 90 days; so far, each has run for more
than 650 days on the surface of Mars in geologically diverse areas. Papers describing Spirit’s drive toward the
Columbia Hills [lo], Opportunity’s exploration of Endurance Crater and its multi-kilometer trek southward
[4], general tradeoffs considered in choosing between the
various driving modes [5], and a systems-level view of
the onboard autonomy [12] describe the system’s performance in detail.

A tall, thin obstacle will not occupy enough of a grid cell
to make a meaningful change to the mean elevation at
that cell. But it still must be avoided. Having found this
problem during field testing, the Step filter was updated
to not just the mean elevation within a cell, but the mean
plus some number of standard deviations.
Autonomous Goal Selection

MER vehicles are nominally commanded toward a precise, metrically specified goal in rover frame (e.g., 5 meters forward) or as X,Y coordinates in world frame (e.g.,
2 meters north and 1.1 meters east of the current Site
Frame origin). There is some amount of autonomy in
deciding when to step (e.g., a radial tolerance in meters
around each X,Y goal, use of the onboard IMU during
turns in place to determine when the desired heading
has been reached), but most commands require human
drivers to decide in advance where the rover needs to go.

One of the MER software design principles was to implement only what was necessary for the mission; the more
parameters and conditionals, the more code branches
would need to be tested. However, uncertainty in what
terrain would be encountered necessitated keeping the
onboard Terrain Assessment software flexible: for instance, the February 2005 version of software has 292
surface navigation-specific parameters. This flexibility
proved crucial for successful operation on Mars. For example, in the original design stereo HAZCAM images
were processed a t 128x128 pixel resolution. This was
sufficient for good results in our indoor testbed environment. However, Earth-based outdoor field tests suggested that 256x256 resolution resulted in better results
at the outer range of stereo processing, 4-5 meters. This
same behavior was observed in the initial images from
Spirit, and as a result Spirit was reconfigured to use
higher resolution stereo.

MER vehicles also provide a limited means of autonomous goal selection using the TURN-TOA-ROCK
command. Unlike the Autonav driving modes which
force the rover to drive around obstacles, this command
causes the vehicle to turn toward the nearest obstacle.
This provides a means of servoing toward to a target even
if the rover slips along the way. However, there is no way
to ensure that this command will lock into any particular rock, although a wedge of yaw values may be used
to constrain the area of terrain that will be searched. It
will simply find the one nearest the rover; it turns toward a rock, not the rock. Obstacles are found using
certain data computed during the onboard traversability analysis: the goodness map and an “elevation max
count” map. This latter map stores the number of times
a given cell was found to have the highest mean elevation
in all rover-sized patches that contain it.

Spirit Rover: Gusev Crater

Spirit landed on 3 January 2004 about 2 kilometers west
of the Columbia Hills inside Gusev Crater. Unlike Opportunity, which ultimately found evidence for water just
9 meters from its landing site, Spirit had to drive over
3 kilometers before finding convincing evidence starting
at the base of the Columbia Hills. Having promised to
deliver only 600 meters of traverse, the hills seemed unreachable at first. But the combination of human terrain
assessment and onboard navigational autonomy enabled
Spirit to reach the base of the hills by June 2004.

Originally envisaged as a means of compensating for slip
when approaching certain targets, this command has
seen little use on MER other than during engineering
tests. The MER position estimation system (including
Visual Odometry) has performed so well during the primary and extended missions that it was typically not
necessary to rely on this capability for re-pointing. Even
when it might have been useful, other considerations dictated that precise pre-planned motions be used instead,
e.g., when a feature’s topology was not representable as
an obstacle to the onboard software, the uncertainty in
how much time and power would be needed to complete
the drive made planning more difficult, a certain orientation was needed to optimize communication, or there

Spirit’s driving began as a run for the hills (shown in
the daily drive distances for sols 90-160 in Figure 6), but
was followed by a year of exploration on the slopes of the
Columbia Hills (see Figure 7). Driving on the slopes led
to new styles of driving, with an emphasis on using Visual Odometry software to detect and/or compensate for
high slip, commanded use of explicitly-sequenced keepout zones to avoid known obstacles, and novel uses of
the low-level driving code to compensate for temporary
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Figure 7. Plot of Spirit complete tilt history through Sol 588.
els), even 8 bits per pixel were insufficient to resolve the
soil in 120 degree FOV HAZCAM images. This meant
that the autonomy system, tested almost entirely using
rigidly-mounted HAZCAMs, had to be reconfigured to
use pointable mast-mounted NAVCAMs. Fortunately,
we were able both to reconfigure the mobility software
to these conditions and also uplink new, more flexible
software. Table 3 shows some of the differences between
the vehicles that persist across the mission, and others
that change daily when the terrain requires.

problems (e.g., a rock stuck in a wheel, dragging one
wheel to extend drive motor lifetime). The success of its
mission owes much to the robustness and flexibility not
only of the onbsard mobility software, but also of the
human ground operations team who kept creating new
and better ways to drive as explained in [lo].
Opportunity Rover: Meridiani Planum

Opportunity landed on 24 January 2004 inside Eagle
Crater at Meridiani Planum. Scientists were thrilled
when the first images revealed bedrock outcrops a mere
9 meters from the rover, but engineers were horrified to
see very little 3D information recovered from the first
stereo images.

Although the rovers’ design requirements had been for
traverse at tilts less than 15 degrees (see the large daily
drive distances in Figure 9 ) , Opportunity spent more
than six months in Endurance crater with tilt above 15
degrees, as shown in Figure 10. Strategies that were
adopted for high tilt driving can be found in [4], [5].

Flexibility of software design was even more critical for
Opportunity. The fine-grained particles covering the majority of Eagle crater were unresolvable by stereo image
processing of the 1-bit-per-pixel compressed 1024x1024
45 degree FOV NAVCAM images. Fortunately, images with more bits per pixel were acquired quickly and
proved easy to process. But at the nominal size used
by onboard autonomy software (256x256 squared pix-

Sofnyare Versions

There have been three versions of the mobility flight software used on Mars as of October 2005.
The version used during the first 90 days of operation on
each rover (the Primary Mission) had autonomy software
11

Figure 8. Image of Spirit’s tracks following an obstacle avoidance maneuver on Sol 107.
Parameter
Autonav camera pair
Stereo processing resolution
Useful (unmasked) stereo image size
Stereo search range
Grid cell resolution
Grid size

Spirit
HAZCAM (front or rear)
256x256
184x256 (front) 108x216 (rear)
0.3 - 5.0 m
O.2xO.2 m2
1Ox 10 m2

Opportunity
NAVCAM
256x256
256x256
1.2 - 10.0 m
O.2xO.2 m2
12x 12 m2

Max distance between image acquisitions
Engineering diagnostic verbosity
Max allowed Visodom failures
Number of Point Turns to enable

0.5 - 1.5 m
0-4
0 - 15
0-46

0.5 - 2 m
0-4
0-20
0-46

that was overly conservative. It required that imaging
and terrain processing occur after each autonomouslycommanded motion, and also checked for step obstacles
everywhere within each rover-sized disc (2.6m diameter).
In practice this meant that the rovers were unable t o
autonomously climb over small “pitcher’s mound”-like
hills; this occurred several times on Spirit.

made t o the low-level mobility software since 2002: use
of look-up tables t o generalize the steering angles used
by primitive commands, use of look-up tables t o estimate slip based on rover attitude, and the ability t o alternate between wheel dragging and non-dragging modes
in the event of a disabled drive motor. Before this release, rover drivers had to explicitly command each step
of a Visodom-enabled drive t o ensure that there would be
sufficient overlap between images (nominally 60%). But
now the Goto Waypoint command could be configured
to restrict autonomously-commanded motions to ensure
sufficient overlap, assuming the actual heading change is
no larger than what was commanded.

In April 2004, a new version of software was uplinked t o
both rovers, initiating the Extended Mission. This version incorporated several robustness enhancements made
to the autonomy software during pre-landing outdoor
field tests and some lessons learned during the primary
mission. The most dramatic changes included the ability to skip Terrain Assessment when the existing data
already ensure that all paths are safe, and the ability
to autonomously traverse small hills. This enabled the
much longer drives seen during sols 90-160 in Figure 6.

A fourth upgrade, planned for mid-2006, might incorporate several technologies now being evaluated. These
include autonomous in situ instrument placement following a successful drive (aka Go and Touch), global path
planning t o enable intelligent backtracking, visual servoing, and autonomous detection of dust devils and clouds
in onboard imagery. Other planned enhancements include explicit keepout zones, speed optimizations t o Visodom and Autonav, and new commands intended t o
reduce the complexity of commanded sequences.

The next software upgrade was made in February 2005 t o
help streamline commanding and data analysis, improve
position estimation in highly sloped terrain, and enable
Terrain Assessment using more than only two Navcam
images. This upgrade also included the first changes
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NASA’s Mars Exploration Rovers’ (MER) onboard Mobility Flight Software was designed to provide robust and
flexible operation. The MER vehicles can be commanded directly, or given autonomous control over multiple aspects of
mobility: which motions to drive, measurement of actual motion, terrain interpretation, even the selection of targets of interest (although this latter mode remains largely underused).
Vehicle motion can be commanded using multiple layers
of control: Motor Control, Direct drive operations (Arc, Turn
in Place), and Goal-based driving (Goto Waypoint). Multiple
layers of safety checks ensure vehicle performance: Command limits (command timeout, time of day limit, software
enable, activity constraints),Reactive checks (e.g., motor current limit, vehicle tilt limit), and Predictive checks (e.g.. Step,
Tilt, Roughness hazards).
From January 2004 through October 2005, Spirit accumulated over 5000 meters and Opportunity 6000 meters of
odometry, often covering more than 100 meters in a single
day. In this paper we describe the software that has driven
these rovers more than a combined 11,000 meters over the
Martian surface, including its design and implementation,
and summarize current mobility performance results from
Mars.
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Figure 1. Mars Exploration Rover.
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robot mobility, autonomous navigation, fault protection,
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NASA successfully landed two mobile robot geologists on
the surface of Mars in January 2004: the Spirit and Opportunity Mars Exploration Rovers (MER). Their primary goal was to find evidence of past water at Gusev Crater and’Meridiani Planum, two geologically distinct sites on opposite sides of the planet. Although the
achievement of their successful landings stands out as a
technological tour de force, it was their ability t o traverse
while on the surface of Mars that enabled both rovers to
succeed in their primary goals.
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The MER rovers are typically commanded once per Martian day. A sequence of commands sent in the morning
specifies the day’s activities: what images and data to
collect, how to position the robotic arms, and where to
drive. Then at the end of each day, the rovers send back
the images and data human operators will use to plan
the next day’s activities. The next day’s mobility commands are selected based on what is known - and what
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is unknown

-

about the terrain ahead.

an Inertial Measurement Unit that has 3-axis accelerometers and 3-axis angular rate sensors. In between driving
primitives, the rover can make use of camera-based Visual Odometry to correct the errors in the initial wheel
odometry-based estimate that occur when the wheels
lose traction on large rocks and steep slopes. Visual
Odometry software, not originally part of the baseline
design but incorporated as “extra credit”, has generated
over 2500 combined successful position updates on both
rovers [6].

The rovers are driven using three primary modes: lowlevel commands that specify exactly how much to turn
each wheel and position steering actuators, directed driving primitives for driving along circular arcs (of which
straight line driving and turn-in-place are special cases),
and autonomous path selection. Low-level commands
enable “non-standard” activities such as using the wheels
to dig holes in Martian soil, scuff rocks, and perform
mechanism health diagnostic tests. Directed drives allow human operators to specify exactly which driving
primitives the rover will perform. Autonomous path selection mode allows the rover to take its current state
into account when selecting which driving primitives t o
execute t o more effectively reach a Cartesian god location supplied by human operators.

2. MER FLIGHT
SOFTWARE
ARCHITECTURE
The overall architecture of the MER flight software
was based on that used for the Mars Pathfinder lander
(MPF), and the command and telemetry infrastructure
in particular had significant design and implementation
inheritance.

The mobility system has six 25 centimeter diameter
wheels, of which the four corner wheels may be steered
- a mechanical configuration derived from the Mars
Pathfinder rover Sojourner [17]. The rover body has
30 centimeter ground clearance, and large solar panels
on the top of the rover require additional clearance to
tall rocks (60 centimeters from ground t o solar panel).
Wheel baseline i s roughly 1 meter side-to-side and 1.25
meters front-to-back. The MER rovers can turn-in-place
about a point between the two middle wheels, drive
straight forward or backward, and have at best a one meter turn radius ffor driving along circular arcs. Straight
line driving speed is set to 3.75 centimeters/second, and
the rovers turn in place at roughly 2.1 degreeslsecond.
The rovers are statically stable at a tilt of 45 degrees,
however driving on more than 30 degree slopes is not
recommended due to the possibility of uncontrolled sliding. Rocks larger than a wheel are considered mobility
hazards.

Both MPF lander and MER rovers use the commercial
operating system VxWorks from Wind River. This is
a pre-emptive multi-tasking OS used for many real-time
systems and spacecraft. MER employs the same RAD6K
flight computer as used by the MPF lander (although the
MER clock runs at 20 MHz, four times faster than MPF),
and has a VME interface to several boards that control
motors, radios, cameras, and science instruments. Some
of the VME boards have serial interfaces to other devices, interfaced to the flight computer by way of FPGAs
that connected both the VME bus and the serial busses.
There are 128 Mbytes of DRAM and 256 Mbytes of flash
memory, and 3 Mbytes of EEPROM. The Mobility task
(described below) is given 80 Kbytes of stack, and nominally 13 Megabytes of dedicated heap space (of which
at most 7 Mbytes has been used, as of October 2005).
The flight software itself requires 9 Mbytes, of which 1.4
Mbytes is used by the Surface Navigation module.
Like MPF, the MER software is divided into high-level
objects. Each electronics device was generally represented by an object, while additional software-only
objects provide infrastructure services to the rest of
the modules (for example, recording telemetry measurements or storing state in nonvolatile memory).

Both directed and path selection modes of driving can
make use of on-board Stereo Vision processing and Terrain Analysis softwaxe to determine whether the rover
would encounter any geometric hazards as it drives along
its chosen path. In directed driving, the rover can preemptively ”veto” a specific mobility command from the
ground if it appears too risky. In Autonomous Navigation (autonw) and other path selection modes, the rover
can select its own driving primitives to steer around obstacles and make progress toward its goal. This software
provided the unique capability of enabling the vehicle
to drive safely even through areas never before seen on
Earth: more than 2500 meters of the rovers’ combined
distance was driven autonomously [12].

Each software object has its own thread of control, or
task. Each object has its own set of state variables, and
does not share memory with other objects. Instead of
sharing memory, objects communicate with each other
via self-contained messages (that do not include pointers
to task memory). Objects implement finite state machines, and the messages from other tasks may cause
transitions in an object’s state machine.

The rovers maintain an estimate of their local position
and orientation updated at 8 Hz while driving. Position
is first estimated based on how much the wheels have
turned (wheel odometry) . Orientation is estimated using

This paradigm greatly simplifies rapid development of
robust software (developers do not need to protect memory accesses with semaphores, because only one task accesses any given variable), and ensures real-time dead2

Figure 2. Schematic drawing of Mobility and other related software modules, and examples of the types of messages or
information that pass between them. IMG does Image Acquisition, Cmd processes ground commands, ACM is the Activity
Constraint Manager, ARB arbitrates use of resources, MOBM is the Mobility Manager, NAV does the high level navigation
processing, Drive executes primitive drive commands, MOT controls all motors, SAPP manages onboard pose estimation,
IMU processes I W data. Hexagons represent Hardware Objects.
lines are met (because tasks do not block on semaphores
or use task locks, high-priority tasks for control loops and
device drivers will pre-empt lower priority tasks that do
not have real-time requirements such as image compression).

a message to the appropriate software object. Eventually, the object receiving the command message must respond back to the command system when the command
is completed, successful or not, so the next command in
the sequence will be executed.

That said, there were places in the flight software where
the above pattern was not followed - images, for instance,
contain too much data to be passed as messages, so imaging flight software employs a buffer reservation and release scheme, and pointers to reserved buffers are passed
between applications (such as mobility) and the imaging
flight software. But there are few such exceptions.

An overview of the MER flight software in general can
be found in [19].

3. MOBILITY
MANAGER
SOFTWARE
The “mobility manager” software object (MOBM - the
“B” is silent) implements all command handler functions
for mobility commands. This includes both low-level
drive commands to perform a specific driving primitive
such as turn-in-place, as well as high-level driving commands to drive t o a specified Cartesian location in small
steps avoiding hazards along the way.

One important area of the flight software to understand
is the uplink flight software which parses commands sent
t o the spacecraft and dispatches them to the other parts
of the flight software that implement the command.
Commands can either be executed immediately upon receipt (“real-time” commands) or stored as command sequences to be executed serially. Almost all commands
sent to MER rovers are embedded in these event-driven
sequences: a command in a sequence is dispatched only
after the preceding command completes. The function
called by the command system that implements a command is referred t o as a command handler - these send

The autonomous navigation software, GESTALT, is a
generic library employed on several JPL rovers. It does
not depend on any particular hardware or software interfaces for cameras and motors. Rather, given a stereo
pair of images, it updates an internal map of any nearby
hazards seen in the image pair. A different function is
provided a Cartesian goal location, and referring to the
hazard map, returns a recommended drive primitive to
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Fault TvDe

DescriDtion

Higher level errors - vehicle not necessarily in a dangerous state
ARB
I resource rescinded, may be due to comm pass
ACM
ACM said not-OK-to-drive
POT
CAL-STEERING using a bad potentiometer
TOD
time-of-day limit reached during command
STOPPED
STOPDRIVING or a shutdown command
WAYPT-TIMEOUT GO-TO-WAYPOINT command timed out
NOPATH
NAV could not find a safe path
NOPROGRESS
insufficient progress, limit cycle or stuck
BUSY
sequencing error, mobility already running
VISODOM
too many Visodom steps failed to converge
Reactive hazard detection - somethina
,. bad DID havven
I. with the hardware
IMG
IMG reported an error grabbing images
SAPP
SAPP error, probably a problem with the IMU
MOT
MOT reported error other than contact switch
IDD
IDD unstowed during drive
DRIVE-TIMEOUT single step during GO-TO-WAYPOINT timed out
csw
motion was stopped due to contact switch
excessive or unknown tilt during drive
TILT
SUSPENSION
excessive or unknown susp during drive
BAD-TABLES
drv tables enabled but corrupted
NORTH
insufficient northerly tilt angle

Table 1. Mobility Manager Fault Types. The topmost faults result in a “Goal” error, which indicates the vehicle is still safe
but failed to achieve its objective. The lower faults result a in “Motion” error, i.e., the vehicle has already entered into an
unexpected state and is precluding any further motion pending Earth-based analysis.

safely make progress toward the goal. GESTALT software is part of ithe NAV module which provides infrastructure services to MOBM.

single image pair may take upward of 3 minutes, seeing
hazards a meter away, yet the rovers would have driven
more than six meters during this image processing.

It is the mobility manager software that interfaces the
MER system to GESTALT, and implements the “main
loop” for autonomous navigation. This consists of selecting camera pairs from which images for hazard detection
will be acquired, requesting those images from the imaging services flight software, and passing the image data t o
GESTALT for analysis. If GESTALT sees a sufficiently
safe path toward the goal, the mobility manager will instigate the drive primitive by sending a message to the
low-level driving software. When the maneuver is complete, the mobility manager determines if the waypoint
is reached, responding back t o the command system if
so. Otherwise, another stereo pair of images is requested,
and the cycle (a (‘step” in the autonav loop) is repeated.

So instead the rovers image while stationary, and process those images to determine which direction t o move
while stationary. This removes any real-time requirements from the image processing phase, and the mobility
manager and GESTALT software is run in a low-priority
task, so as not to slow down high priority tasks and cause
them to miss their deadlines.

4. LOW-LEVEL
DRIVING
Reactive hazard detection - those hazards found while
the vehicle is moving, such as excessive rover body tilt must be responded to in a timely fashion. Hence we implemented a separate, high-priority, task for performing
the actuation motion primitives. This was referred to as
the DRIVE software.

The general framework for the software modules that
comprise the mobility software is illustrated in Table 2.

The DRIVE module is sent messages indicating which
driving primitive t o perform. It then computes steering
angles and expected number of wheel revolutions based
on Ackerman steering on flat ground.

The MER rovers do not have computers fast enough
to process hazard avoidance images while the vehicle is
driving - they would be continually “driving past their
headlights” if they tried to. Acquiring and processing a
4

The first phase of the turn-in-place and arc driving primitives is to steer the corner wheels to the computed angles. When steering is complete, the wheels are turned.
Each wheel speed is scaled according to the Ackerman
calculations - wheels on the outside of an arcing turn
have a longerpath length to
and are rotated at
higher speed than the inside wheels.
While the motors are being actuated, the DRIVE software is checking for the nominal termination condition
(all steering at prescribed angles, or for turn-in-place,
desired heading achieved, or for arc maneuvers, at least
half the wheels rotated the precomputed amount). The
drive software is also looking for off-nominal termination
conditions, including excessive body tilt, articulation of
the rocker-bogie suspension system, too lengthy of an
actuation, and others shown in Table 1. Finally, the
software is recording system state in an array for subsequent telemetering, including steering and wheel motor
position, motor current, and vehicle attitude as measured by the IMU.
Incidentally, the DRIVE software is the only code on
board that knows the geometry of the mobility system.
GESTALT has parameters to indicate what types of maneuvers the vehicle is capable of performing, and parameters that dictate what constitutes a hazard to the vehicle - parameters that make sense even for entirely different mobility platforms. Self-collision detection done by
the instrument arm software and wheel-removal filters
in GESTALT consider swept-out volumes of the mobility system, for simplicity and conservatism (it is rare
that any part off the arm intersects even the swept out
volumes during most operations).
Actual interfacing to motor control electronics is done
by the motor control device driver software, MOT. Mobility, instrument arm, high gain antennae pointing, and
mast camera pointing all use this driver for running motors - they all use brushed motors with quadrature relative encoders operated by identical PID controllers implemented in FPGAs. The MOT software is given a set
of motors to run, and a goal position for each motor.
FPGAs are programmed appropriately, and all motors
in the set are started simultaneously. Maximum motor
velocities are scded so that nominally they all complete
their motions simultaneously. Should any motor experience a fault, such as stall or overheat, all motors in the
group are automatically shut down. The PID loop for
an individual motor is run at 1 KHz in the FPGA. Software monitors progress (position measured by encoders
and potentiometers, current draw by the motors) at 8
Hz .
The onboard position is nominally estimated by combining the wheel motions measured by encoders with
heading changes measured by the gyros in the IMU, but

this initial estimate can be improved by applying Visual
Odometry software if resources permit [I].

5. AUTONOMOUS
DRIVING
One of the great design challenges of the MER mission
was meeting the goal that the system should be able to
drive itself safely through 100 meters of Viking Lander
I-like (VL-I) terrain [9] (mostly flat occasional obstacles
every 5 or more meters) in a single day, with no help
from Earth once its drive has begun. This requirement,
dictated by the scientific goals of the mission, meant that
a simple teleoperated mode of driving would provide insufficient capability in all but the most benign terrains.
The potential position estimation error due to slip, the
inability to see beyond nearby rocks and rolling terrain,
the limited number of communication opportunities and
limited bandwidth would all restrict the vehicle’s maximum achievable distance each day, to varying amounts
depending on terrain. Therefore the decision was made
to incorporate the capability of Autonomous Driving onboard.
The problem with primitive driving commands is that
they cannot adapt to unexpected conditions, e.g., slip
that occurs in loose soil or heading changes that occur
on slopes. When driving autonomously, the rover makes
its own decision about the best way to reach its intended
goal location. At each step it reassesses its situation
based on the latest information from the environment:
rover position estimated by wheel encoders, IMU and/or
Visual Odometry; rockerlbogie configuration measured
by potentiometers and encoders; the allotment of time
remaining for its drive; and a prediction about the shape
of its environment computed from recent and current
pairs of stereo images. These capabilities allow the rover
to drive safely, even in areas for which there is no high
resolution imagery available beforehand.
Primary Autonomous Capabilities

MER vehicles provide three orthogonal capabilities for
autonomous driving: Terrain Assessment, Path Selection, and Pose Update. All combinations of these modes
are available to the human rover drivers planning rover
activities; Table 3 names all the combinations of these
modes and summarizes their use.
In Terrain Assessment (or Predictive Hazard Detection)
mode, one or more stereo pairs of images are processed
into a traversability or goodness map, and merged with
an existing map. Spirit uses the body-mounted 120 degree FOV HAZCAMs for terrain assessment, but Opportunity uses mast-mounted 45 degree FOV NAVCAMs
because the Meridiani terrain has very fine grained soil
that is not resolvable in the HAZCAM images at 256x256
resolution. If path selection is also enabled, candidate
motion paths are projected into this map (see Figure 4),
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Driving Mode
Directed Driving
Visodom
Blind Goto Waypoint
Visodom Goto Waypoint
Guarded Motion
Guarded Visodom
Autonav
Autonav with Visodom

Terrain
Assessment
no
no
no
no
YES
YES
YES
YES

Path
Selection
no
no
YES
YES
no
no
YES
YES

Visual
Odometry
no
YES
no
YES
no
YES
no
YES

Spirit
451m
9%
410m
8%
2196m
46%
379m
7%
36m
1%
Om
0%
1315m
27%
3m
0%
4798m 100%

Opportunity
1973m
33%
561m
9%
1911m
32%
121m
2%
117m
1%
Om
0%
1262m 21%
Om
0%
5947m 100%

est turning circle (corresponding to an arc with 1 meter
radius) cannot be reached using arcs, so in those situations a backup arc is selected as the preferred arc path.
When backing up, the rover does a “K-turn”, driving in
its tightest arc away from the goal location. As of February 2005, when a backup behavior is chosen the highest path evaluation is halved, which in practice causes a
point turn to be selected instead of an arc. The result of
this processing is a set of Waypoint evaluations, which are
merged with the Obstacle path evaluations and result in
Hazard Avoidance capability, if Terrain Assessment is also
enabled.
The second off-nominal behavior detects when the rover
fails to make progress after multiple steps. This will happen if Visodom detects so much slip that little progress
is made, or if the path to the goal is blocked by too large
an obstacle and the rover keeps trying unsuccessfully to
drive around it. In either case, the Limit Cycle Check will
detect the condition and either terminate the command
or force the rover to turn in place some amount to get
a new heading, from which it might find a better path
around the obstacle.

Figure 4. Illustrationof Terrain Assessment and Path Selection. Red cells indicate unsafe areas around the large rock,
yellow cells indicate traversable but rougher areas around the
smaller rock, and green cells indicate safe and flat areas.

and a weighted evaluation of the constituent cells is assigned to each path. This results in a set of Obstacle
path evaluations; low values indicate a less traversable
path, high values indicate a more traversable path.

In Pose Update (or Visual Odometry), the rover updates
its current position and/or attitude by comparing features found in stereo image pairs taken before and after
a small motion step. Both MER vehicles use NAVCAMs
for this Visual Odometry (or Visodom) processing, since
the scale changes induced by even small motions in the
wide FOV HAZCAM images make autonomous tracking
of features difficult. This processing only converges successfully if the imaged terrain has a sufficient number
of features, so the human rover driver must ensure that
NAVCAMs are pointed toward useful features anytime
Visodom is used.

In Path Selection, the rover is given autonomous control
over its drive direction (in contrast to Directed Driving,
in which it follows a single pre-commanded arc path).
To select between multiple paths, the current X , Y goal
(and current rover Z) is reprojected from world frame
into rover frame, and votes are assigned to all possible
candidate paths according to how effectively each path
would drive the rover toward its goal point. The path
that would lead directly toward the goal is given the
highest evaluation, other paths are assigned lesser values
according to a Gaussian distribution. The variance of
each distribution is configurable, nominally 3.2 curvature
units for arcs, 97 degrees for point turns.

Terrain Assessment

When performing Terrain Assessment, each MER vehicle is able to find geometric hazards in the nearby terrain

There are also two off-nominal behaviors available: backups and limit cycle turns. Goals that lie inside the tight6
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Figure 6. Illustration of Goodness Map from Spirit’s Sol
107. Red areas indicate obstacles (typically a rock taller than
20cm at the center of the red blob), yellow/orange indicate
traversable areas. Only information within a 5-meter radius
is maintained in the onboard map.

Figure 5. Front HAZCAM showing a non-geometric hazard
encountered by Opportunity on Sol 446: 50 meters of commanded driving resulted in only 2 meters progress, which you
can see in the tracks leading up to Purgatory Ripple, in which
Opportunity was rnired for over a month. Although this was
a “blind” or Directed drive, Opportunity might have gotten
stuck even if GESTALT had been turned on because there
were no geometric hazards to avoid, just loose terrain. Fortunately, Visual Odometq has been used ever since as a Slip
Check to ensure we never command more than 5 meters of
driving without a guarantee of motion; this new safety check
helped out on Sol 603, when Visodom measured 44% slip
while climbing a similar dune, and stopped the drive before
getting further bogged down. Opportunity was able to back
out easily during its next drive.

“unsafe” grid cell. Instead, all cells in a rover-sized disc
centered over the rock will be marked as unsafe (as in
Figure 4, because having the rock anywhere under the
rover would be unsafe; that is, all vehicle configurations
(locations in the world) that include that rock anywhere
underneath the rover must be declared unsafe. Finding
a safe path to drive is thus reduced to finding only a
1-cell-wide path through the goodness map.
Although the software supports orientation-dependent
goodness assessment, which might make it possible to
navigate gaps narrower than its solar panels, the processing overhead required to support it (a separate goodness
map for each orientation) would have slowed down the
autonomous driving to an unreasonable rate. Instead,
terrain assessment is performing by modeling the rover
by its turning circle as a 2.6 meter diameter disc. This
design also gives us a useful invariant: the autonomy system will only drive the rover into areas where it can safely
turn in place.

before it ever drives there. Only geometric hazards are
found; no assessment of the stability of the terrain is performed onboard (see Figure 5 for an example of why that
would be useful). A hazard is defined as an object large
enough to potentially high-center the vehicle, either on
the WEB or the rocker/bogie suspension. MER wheels
are 25cm in diameter, and on flat ground the belly of the
WEB is 29cm high. Considering that the vehicle might
tilt as much as 35 degrees, and allowing for measurement error in the stereo data, the parameter describing
the maximum height of a still-traversable obstacle was
set to 20cm for nominal driving.

Our analysis of the terrain comes from local plane fitting
of the stereo-computed range data. The rover’s assessment of the terrain is based on how much each rover-sized
patch of ground differs from a flat plane. To analyze a
given rover-sized patch of terrain, all XYZ points falling
within that patch are fit to a plane. The parameters of
that plane fit are used to assess how safe the rover would
be if it were there, in any orientation. A continuouslyvarying “goodness” is independently computed in each
of several filters: the Step, Tilt, and Roughness filters.
The final evaluation of a cell’s goodness is the most con-

The MER vehicles’ hazard detection software models the
world as a 2D grid. The size of the grid cells is chosen t o
match the mechanically-determined obstacle size, 20cm.
Each cell stores a continuously-varying scalar “goodness”
value that represents how safe the rover would be if its
center were located on that cell. This results in a conjiiguration space world map, because it describes safe vehicle
configurations, not precise object boundaries. For example, a lone 20cm rock is not represented as a single
7

servative one found by any filter. Descriptions of these
filters are given below.

improve its robustness for Mars operations. In particular, several filters were added to the already existing set
of Left/Right Line of Sight (LRLOS), Blob, Border, and
Curvature Threshold filters described in [8].

No terrain assessment can be done unless geometric information about the terrain has been measured. On
MER, stereo cameras provide these measurements.

Gamma Correction To better enhance the detail of terrain
hidden by shadow from the rover and nearby rocks, we
apply gamma correction to the raw images.

Robust Stereo Image Processing

MER rovers use passive stereo image processing to measure geometric information about nearby terrain. Stereo
vision is an attractive technology for planetary exploration because it has low power requirements and nominally requires no moving parts. JPL’s stereo vision
software has a long history [16], [25], especially in real
robotic systems (Mars rover research [13], [22], [21],
Athena [3], Unmanned Ground Vehicles [14], Pioneer
[ll],Urbie [15], and Perceptor [2], [MI).

Flat Filter Any curve whose minimum is not unique (i.e.
shares the same value with either its neighbors) will be
rejected.
Overhang Filter Purely horizontal features cause problems for scanline-based stereo processing. For example, in our testbed environment, dark horizontal power
strips along a white wall appeared to the rover like spears
pointing down at the cameras. Since our nominal driving environment has nothing hanging down from overhead, we filter out any range values that appear to loom
back toward the rover. Any pixel whose range value is
some percentage closer than those below it in the image is eliminated. The filter has proven useful in flight
by occasionally eliminating noisy range data beyond the
nominal 5 meter terrain assessment distance.

The Sojourner rover demonstrated the first use of autonomous stereo triangulation on a planetary rover [I71.
But the Sojourner system relied on active projection of
5 laser stripes, and only found at most 20 XYZ points
from each pair of stereo images. In contrast, MER uses
passive stereo vision, relying on sunlight to illuminate
the terrain. And by virtue of their faster processor (20
MHz compared to 0.1 MHz on Sojourner) and new software, MER vehicles compute many more point measurements: Opportunity has measured an average of 48,000
XYZ points in each of 69 NAVCAM image pairs as of sol
322, and Spirit has measured an average of 15,000 XYZ
points in each of 1687 HAZCAM image pairs as of sol
342.

Fixed Vehicle Mask The 120 degree field of view of the
HAZCAM optics is so large that some parts of the vehicle appear in each image. These need to be eliminated
before terrain processing can occur; it wouldn’t do for
the rover to be afraid of its own arm or wheel, for instance. Those vehicle parts that always appear in the
same place in the image (e.g., the stowed IDD, cabling
mounted near the cameras, the solar panel above the
rear HAZCAMs) are eliminated from consideration using a fixed pixel-based mask.

The generd algorithm is described in [8], but we summarize the MER implementation here. Images can be
acquired using any of the available stereo pairs, typically the front and rear HAZCAMs on Spirit, and the
NAVCAMs on Opportunity. The raw data is read
at 1024x256 resolution and software-downsampled to
256x256 resolution. Images are then rectified (Le., resampled) to eliminate any lens distortion using fixed
CAHVOR (radial distortion) or CAHVORE (fisheye)
camera models [7]. Images are then correlated on a
scanline-by-scanline basis using a 7x7 square pixel subwindow and the Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) metric. SAD scores are generated at all candidate integer
disparities at the nominal 256x256 resolution. A variety
of consistency checks is applied to the resulting correlation curve, and only those curves that exhibit a unique
minimum are accepted as valid. Each valid integer disparity is then mapped to a 3D point using the camera
model. The final result of stereo image processing is thus
an image whose pixel values are either Unknown, or the
3D location of the feature at that pixel.

Moving Vehicle Mask Unfortunately, the fixed vehicle
mask is not enough to eliminate all parts of the rover
from the HAZCAM FOV. In particular, the wheels can
move freely throughout the field of view, so they are
correlated along with the terrain and are filtered out of
the range image, rather than the original image. A filter comprising a swept cylindrical volume reflecting the
range of motion of the rocker-bogie system and steering
motor limits is applied to all range data; any points lying
in that volume are eliminated.
Terrain Assessment

The MER vehicles use the Grid-based Estimation of Surface Traversability Applied to Local Terrain (GESTALT)
system for terrain assessment [SI. Inspired by Carnegie
Mellon’s Morphin algorithm [20], [24], this system uses
3D geometric information to estimate how safe the rover
would be at each point in the world. Originally demonstrated on the Athena Rover prototype [3], it is now
being evaluated on testbed vehicles for potential use in

Although this algorithm has been used successfully in
research settings, several enhancements were made to
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the upcoming MSL mission as well [23].

That means that when an obstacle leaves the field of
view, all future terrain analysis would fail to take it into
account. This causes the configuration space analysis t o
break down; placing the center of the rover near the edge
of the visible field of view might seem perfectly safe, because the partial 3D data does not include the obstacle.
As a result, in early implementations of the software the
rover would start driving around an obstacle, then steer
back directly into it.

A central idea in this implementation is that new data always overrides old data. In particular, no matter how safe
or unsafe a given cell had been considered, whatever the
latest range data shows should be taken as true. This is
a useful way to compensate for two problems. First, the
range data computed for objects far from the rover is less
accurate than nearby range data; by overlaying new data
we eliminate any misevaluations that occurred because
of inaccuracies in the range data. Second, overlaying of
new data makes the rover’s ability to navigate more robust to any position estimation errors, since it always
prefers the newest 3D information over any potentially
misregistered earlier data.

To address this concern, we introduced a multi-scale representation of the world: Layered Goodness Maps. Instead of processing the stereo-derived goodness directly,
we first “shrink” obstacles blobs and merge them into
each layer separately, then “grow” obstacles from each
layer back to their original size, and finally use the most
conservative assessment of goodness found in any layer
as our estimate of the terrain safely. The goodness map
computed from the latest stereo data is filtered into multiple layers using discs varying from a l cell radius (layer
6) up through rover-sized discs with a 7 cell radius (layer
0). The net effect is to shrink any obstacle blobs by (6
- layer numbers) cells. Low individual goodness values
in layer 0 often represent “point” obstacles like individual large rocks; low values found only in higher layers
represent “dispersed” obstacles like a lOcm rock 1 meter
away from a lOcm ditch.

The actual assessment is computed from the stereo data
associated with each rover-sized patch independently.
The parameters of the best-fit plane are found for each
rover-sized patch, and are used to compute the following
filters.
Tilt Filter The surface normal of each planar patch is compared against the maximum allowed vehicle tilt. Patches
with tilt between 0 and some minimum tilt are given a
perfect goodness value (255); tilts above the maximum
allowed are obstacles (goodness value of 0); those in between are weighted linearly.

Partial Range Data - Clipping
Roughness Filter The residual from the planar fit in the
direction of the surface normal provides a measure of
how “rough” or uneven the region is.

The overlaying of new data can cause cells on the edge
of the field of view to be misevaluated. If only a small
piece of an obstacle is visible, the range data representing it will not be classified as a hazard. The percentage of obstacle range data in the cell at the edge of the
FOV drops, and the cell is mistakenly evaluated as safe.
We address this by being more conservative in replacing
goodness values at the edge of the field of view. Instead
of simply overlaying new range data everywhere in the
map, around the edges of the field of view we take the
most conservative of the current and previous values.

Step Filter Once the planar parameters for a rover-sized
disc have been found, the “local elevation’’ (distance
from each constituent cell’s mean elevation to that plane)
is computed. A filter using a smaller WEB-sized disc is
run over the rover patch, computing the difference of
the min and max local elevations within each smaller
disc; this is the largest step found within that smaller
disc. Finally, the largest step found anywhere in the
larger rover-size disc is compared against the maximum
allowed obstacle size. Patches with small max step size
are given a perfect goodness value (255); steps above
the maximum allowed are obstacles (goodness value of
0 ) ;those in between are weighted linearly.

Pitchers Mounds

An early implementation of the Step Filter simply compared mean elevations at adjacent cells. Field testing revealed that this approach was not conservative enough,
because the prototype rover high-centered on a pyramidshaped obstacle. The next implementation extended the
search for step differences to anywhere within the roversized (2.6 meter diameter) patch. But this was found to
result in too-conservative assessments of flat/hill transitions, even on low “pitcher’s mound” hills. Restricting
attention to the smaller WEB-sized disc still preserves
vehicle safety; anything that constitutes a hazard for the
solar panels will still be detected. But now the rover can
climb pitcher’s mounds again.

Robust Terrain Asessrnent- Several key ideas have gone
into making GESTALT more robust.
Layered Goodness Maps

The field of view and range resolution of 256x256 HAZCAM images are just barely large enough to generate
one complete rover-sized footprint. Hence all terrain assessment performed near the edges of the field of view is
not based on a complete disc, but rather a partial disc.
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6. DEPLOYMENT
RESULTS

Tall Thin Obstacles

Both MER vehicles have lasted far beyond their design
lifetime of 90 days; as of this writing, each has run for
more than 650 days on the surface of Mars in geologically
diverse areas. Papers describing Spirit’s drive toward the
Columbia Hills [lo], Opportunity’s exploration of Endurance Crater and its multi-kilometer trek southward
[4], general tradeoffs considered in choosing between the
various driving modes [ 5 ] , and a systems-level view of
the onboard autonomy [12] describe the system’s performance in detail.

A tall, thin obstacle will not occupy enough of a grid cell
to make a meaningful change to the mean elevation at
that cell. But it still must be avoided. Having found this
problem during ffield testing, the Step filter was updated
to not just the mean elevation within a cell, but the mean
plus some number of standard deviations.
Autonomous Goal Selection

MER vehicles are nominally commanded toward a precise, metrically specified goal in rover frame (e.g., 5 meters forward) or as X,Y coordinates in world frame (e.g.,
2 meters north and 1.1 meters east of the current Site
Frame origin). There is some amount of autonomy in
deciding when to step (e.g., a radial tolerance in meters
around each X,Y goal, use of the onboard IMU during
turns in place to determine when the desired heading
has been reached), but most commands require human
drivers to decide in advance where the rover needs to go.

One of the MER software design principles was to implement only what was necessary for the mission; the more
parameters and conditionals, the more code branches
would need to be tested. However, uncertainty in what
terrain would be encountered necessitated keeping the
onboard terrain assessment software flexible: for instance, the February 2005 version of software has 292
surface navigation-specific parameters. This flexibility
proved crucial for successful operation on Mars. For example, in the original design stereo HAZCAM images
were processed at 128x128 pixel resolution. This was
sufficient for good results in our indoor testbed environment. However, Earth-based outdoor field tests suggested that 256x256 resolution resulted in better results
at the outer range of stereo processing, 4-5 meters. This
same behavior was observed in the initial images from
Spirit, and as a result Spirit was reconfigured to use
higher resolution stereo.

MER vehicles also provide a limited means of autonomous goal selection using the TURN-TOA-ROCK
command. Unlike the Autonav driving modes which
force the rover to drive around obstacles, this command
causes the vehicle to turn toward the nearest obstacle.
Although a wedge of yaw values may be used to constrain the area of terrain that will be searched, there is
no way to ensure that this command will lock into any
particular rock, it will simply find the one nearest the
rover; it turns toward a rock, not the rock. Obstacles
are found using certain data computed during the onboard traversability analysis: the goodness map and an
“elevation max count” map. This latter map stores the
number of times a given cell was found to have the highest mean elevation in all rover-sized patches that contain
it.

Spirit Rover: Gusev Crater

Spirit landed on 3 January 2004 about 2 kilometers west
of the Columbia Hills inside Gusev Crater. Unlike Opportunity, which ultimately found evidence for water just
9 meters from its landing site, Spirit had to drive over
3 kilometers before finding convincing evidence starting
at the base of the Columbia Hills. Having promised to
deliver only 600 meters of traverse, the hills seemed unreachable at first. But the combination of human terrain
assessment and onboard navigational autonomy enabled
Spirit to reach the base of the hills by June 2004.

Originally envisaged as a means of compensating for slip
by continually servoing on a feature of the terrain, this
command has seen little use on MER other than during
engineering tests. The MER position estimation system
(including Visual Odometry) performed so well during
the primary and extended missions that it was typically
not necessary to rely on this capability for re-pointing.
Even when it might have been useful, other considerations dictated that precise pre-planned motions be used
instead, e.g., feature topology not representable as an
obstacle, the uncertainty in how much time and power
would be needed to complete the drive, the vehicle orientation needed to optimize communication, the need to
keep the Instrument Deployment Device (IDD, or rover
arm) work volume free of obstacles.

Spirit’s driving began as a run for the hills (shown in
the daily drive distances for sols 90-160 in Figure 7), but
was followed by a year of exploration on the slopes of the
Columbia Hills (see Figure 8). Driving on the slopes led
to new styles of driving, with an emphasis on using Visual Odometry software to detect and/or compensate for
high slip, commanded use of explicitly-sequenced keepout zones to avoid known obstacles, and novel uses of
the low-level driving code to compensate for temporary
problems (e.g., a rock stuck in a wheel, dragging one
wheel to extend drive motor lifetime). The success of its
mission owes much to the robustness and flexibility not
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Table 3).
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Figure 8. Plot of Spirit complete tilt history through Sol 588.
only of the onboard mobility software, but also of the
human ground operations team who kept creating new
and better ways to drive as explained in [lo].

entirely using rigidly-mounted HAZCAMs, had to be reconfigured to use steerable mast-mounted NAVCAMs.
Fortunately, we were able to reconfigure the mobility
software to adapt t o these conditions, and the uplink
of new software versions made them even more capable
and more easily commanded. Table 2 shows some of the
differences between the two vehicles that have persisted
across the mission, and that can be changed daily as the
terrain requires.

Opportunity Rover: Meridiani Planum

Opportunity landed on 24 January 2004 inside Eagle
Crater at Meridiani Planum. Scientists were thrilled
when the first images revealed bedrock outcrops a mere
9 meters from the rover, but engineers were horrified t o
see very little 3D information recovered from the first
stereo images

Although the rovers' design requirements had been for
traverse at tilts less than 15 degrees (see the large daily
drive distances in Figure l o ) , Opportunity spent more
than six months in Endurance crater with tilt above 15
degrees, as shown in Figure 11.

Flexibility of software design was even more critical for
Opportunity. The fine-grained particles covering the majority of Eagle crater were unresolvable by stereo image
processing of the 1-bit-per-pixel compressed 1024x1024
45 degree FOV NAVCAM images. Fortunately, NAVCAM images with more bits per pixel were acquired
quickly and proved easy to process. But at the nominal size used by onboard autonomy software (256x256
squared pixels), even 8 bits per pixel were insufficient
to resolve the soil in 120 degree FOV HAZCAM images.
This meant that the autonomy system, tested almost

Sojhvare Versions

There have been three versions of the mobility flight software used on Mars as of October 2005.
The version used during the first 90 days of operation on
each rover (the Primary Mission) had autonomy software
that was overly conservative. It required that imaging
and terrain processing occur after each autonomously11

Figure 9. Image of Spirit’s tracks following an obstacle avoidance maneuver on Sol 107.
Parameter
Autonav camera pair
Stereo processing resolution
Useful (unmasked) stereo image size
Stereo search range
Grid cell resolution
Grid size

Spirit
HMCAM (front or rear)
256x256
184x256 (front) 108x216 (rear)
0.3 - 5.0 m
0 2 x 0 2 m2
l o x 10 m2

As neededf o r daily operations
Max distance between image acquisitions 0.5 - 1.5 m
Engineering diagnostic verbosity
0-4
Max allowed Visodom failures
0 - 15
Number of Point Turns to enable
0-46

Opportunity
NAVCAM
256x256
256x256
1.2 - 10.0 m
O.2xO.2 m2
12x 12 m2
0.5 - 2 W,

0-4
0-20
0-46

Table 2. Some parameter differences between Spirit and Opportunity

software since 2002: use of look-up tables to generalize
the steering angles used by primitive commands, use of
look-up tables to estimate slip based on rover attitude,
and the ability to alternate between wheel dragging and
non-dragging modes in the event of a disabled drive motor. Prior to this release, rover drivers had to explicitly command each step of a Visodom-enabled drive to
ensure that there would be sufficient overlap between
images (nominally 60%). But now the Goto Waypoint
command could be configured to restrict autonomouslycommanded motions to ensure sufficient overlap, assuming the actual heading change is no larger than what was
commanded.

commanded motion, and also checked for step obstacles
everywhere within each rover-sized disc (2.6m diameter).
In practice this meant that the rovers were unable to
autonomously climb over small “pitcher’s mound”-like
hills; this occurred several times on Spirit.
In early April 2004, a new version of software was
uplinked to both rovers, initiating the Extended Mission. This version incorporated several robustness enhancements made to the autonomy software during prelanding outdoor field tests, as well as some lessons
learned during the primary mission. The most dramatic
changes included the ability to skip terrain assessment
when the existing data were sufficient to ensure that all
paths are safe, and the ability to autonomously traverse
small hills. This enabled the much longer drives seen
during sols 90-160 in Figure 7.

A fourth upgrade, planned for mid-2006, might incorporate several technologies now being evaluated. These
include autonomous in situ instrument placement following a successful drive (aka Go and Touch), global path
planning to enable intelligent backtracking, visual servoing, and autonomous detection of dust devils and clouds
in onboard imagery. Other planned enhancements include explicit keepout zones, speed optimizations to Visodom and Autonav, and new commands intended to
reduce the complexity of commanded sequences.

The next software upgrade was made in February 2005
to help streamline commanding and data analysis, improve position estimation in highly sloped terrain, and
enable terrain assessment using more than only two
mast-mounted Navcam images. This upgrade also included the first changes made to the low-level mobility
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